
Catalunya, our country
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Typical food
The typical food or catalonia for example is the sausage,bread,fuet,canneloni (for 

X-mas) and catalan cream.

Ingredients of the Catalan Cream: 

Whole milk

Egg yolks

Sugar

Cornstarch

Lemon rind 

Sugar to caramelize

Cinnamon stick



Important person
Two of important person in catalunya are Rosalia and Pau 

Gasol.

Rosalia is a very important singer of catalunya and is very 

famous.She is 28 years old 

Pau Gasol plays in NBA and he is a very good player, he 

scores a lot of points in every match.

Pau         MarcRosalia



Our language

In Catalunya the language is Català.

In catalunya. 10.047.102 of people speak 
Català

we have radios and televisions in 
Catalunya.

It is a very nice language.



location 
In Catalunya we are 7.669.999 persons 

In Catalunya, we have four important coasts: Costa Brava,

Costa Maresme,Costa del Garraf and Costa Daurada.

Also there is the main mountain system:Pirineus.

Catalunya Borders in:French and Andorra.



Catalunya’s typical dance

The sardana is a Catalan folk 

dance considered the national 

dance of Catalonia. It is a 

dance that is danced by men and 

women holding hands in a 

circle, and tapping the beats 

of the music with their feet. 

The name can be refered to both 

dance and music.

Sardana La Coble
In the cobla people use twelve wind 
instruments.In first line, people use wind 
and wood instruments. In second line, 
people use the instruments while standing. 
And there is a person that uses the double 
bass, who is out of the lines at the right.



Traditions

The most important traditions are: 

-The castellers are people that make constructions of a 
human tower. They are very strong! 

-Castanyada is a tradition in autumn, the people 

eat chestnuts and visit small shops to buy nice

handkrafts.

-Cap grossos is people disguised of giant people, and the 

giants start dancing in the street with music, the cap 
grossos

o out in Festa Major and street parties

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Landmark
Most important landmark in catalunya:

-Sagrada familia. Sagrada familia location in Barcelona.

Construction in 1882.

-Vall de núria:Location in Queralbs(Pirineus).

Altitude of 1.964.


